
How does it work?
In short sighted people the eyeball is too long. 
OVC contact lenses act like a jelly mould to gently 
flatten the cornea by less than a hair’s width. This is 
sufficient to alter the angle at which light enters the 
eye so that it focuses correctly on the retina rather 
than in front of it. The lenses must be worn each 
night to maintain the effect.

Who is suitable?
Those with prescriptions up to -8.00D and -1.50D of 
astigmatism – that’s around 80% of all short sighted 
people. There is no age limit – even children as 
young as six can wear them.

What is involved?
At your consultation, the size of the pupil and the 
curvature of the corneal surface are measured, 
using light beams to plot thousands of points across 
the eye. From these specifications your personalised 
contact lenses are designed small enough to fit just 
over the pupil area.

If it’s been more than 6 months since your last full 
eye examination or you don’t have an up-to-date 
written prescription, then we’ll need to do an eye 
examination for you too. Particularly for children, 
we generally recommend fitting Daily Disposable 
contact lenses first, to gain confidence about 
handling and wearing contact lenses before 
progressing to OVC. 

OVERNIGHT VISION CORRECTION 
(ORTHOKERATOLOGY)
Overnight Vision Correction (OVC) is a non-surgical treatment which corrects short sightedness (Myopia). 
Custom designed overnight contact lenses are worn while sleeping and then removed each morning, 
resulting in perfect natural vision all day long.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How quickly will my vision improve?
In just ONE NIGHT most people achieve around 
70% vision improvement and ALL will normally reach 
driving standard within one week.

Will my vision fade at the end of the day?
No. The lenses are designed to give you at least 36 
hours of full correction.

What happens if I miss a night?
You will usually have good natural vision until 
lunchtime the following day. After this your vision will 
start to fade but will still be better than usual and 
you can re-insert your lenses.

Are they comfortable to sleep in?
Over the first week your eyes will quickly become 
accustomed to the lenses and they will not stop 
you sleeping. Children as young as six sleep quite 
happily in them.

For children, also see our Fact Sheet on Myopia Control

We look forward to seeing you.
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